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Hello. Hello. Hello. Hello.     
The orienteering calendar is quickly moving to the end of 2010 and since I last 

wrote John and I have been heavily involved in the Midland Sprint Championships at 

Campbell Park. With John as the planner it was some feat. It was as though he was 

planning for 2 events with there being a morning and an afternoon run for 

competitors. Everything - well basically the decorating 

standstill in our household as the event took over our lives, certainly for the month 

prior to it. There were numerous visits to Campbell Park and the Springfield housing 

estates to consider suitable sites. But just as important were the decisions that 

had to be made about how to make the controls vandal proof. With the securing of 

controls a major concern for Jo

when holding urban events. So we entered the Third City of London Race on 

September 18th. This seems to be an alternative way forward that some other clubs 

are taking. There was a total entry of over 700, perf

opportunity to run past, under, over or even through, city landmarks such as Tower 

Bridge, The Tower of London, the Millennium Bridge, Southwark Cathedral and 

Shakespeare’s’ Globe. A great day which has definitely got us hooked on city 

          We felt inspired to compete in the urban race through the centre of 

Warwick, including the castle, in October. Unfortunately the weather was not as 

kind – just rain, rain and more rain but enjoyable for the different challenge that it 

gives. We can thoroughly recommend you give urban racing a try.

   Next year, 2011, SMOC is due to celebrate its 25

have some ideas - along the lines of fun and games in the afternoon and food and 

drink in the evening. A provisi

you are in contact with previous SMOC members who have moved away and you 

think they would like to help us celebrate this occasion then please get in touch 

with them. 

     Keyne O has now finished for thi

and quite a number of families. The big success this year was the introduction of 

the “KeyneO Keeny Card” and the incentive of free runs, certificates, medals and 

even trophies. The next step is to encourag

and move out beyond Milton Keynes.

    In 2011 we will be entering the club in the Compass Sport Cup for the first time 

in many years. See Steve Hardy’s article.   Do please try and support him if you can.

     Our next chance for club members to meet will be at the club championships on 

December 19th at Wendover Woods. Please see the website for more details.

 

Enjoy your run where ever it is.
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The orienteering calendar is quickly moving to the end of 2010 and since I last 

wrote John and I have been heavily involved in the Midland Sprint Championships at 

Campbell Park. With John as the planner it was some feat. It was as though he was 

r 2 events with there being a morning and an afternoon run for 

well basically the decorating - had to come to a complete 

standstill in our household as the event took over our lives, certainly for the month 

numerous visits to Campbell Park and the Springfield housing 

estates to consider suitable sites. But just as important were the decisions that 

had to be made about how to make the controls vandal proof. With the securing of 

controls a major concern for John he wanted to check out what other clubs did 

when holding urban events. So we entered the Third City of London Race on 

. This seems to be an alternative way forward that some other clubs 

are taking. There was a total entry of over 700, perfect weather and the 

opportunity to run past, under, over or even through, city landmarks such as Tower 

Bridge, The Tower of London, the Millennium Bridge, Southwark Cathedral and 

Shakespeare’s’ Globe. A great day which has definitely got us hooked on city 

We felt inspired to compete in the urban race through the centre of 

Warwick, including the castle, in October. Unfortunately the weather was not as 

just rain, rain and more rain but enjoyable for the different challenge that it 

ves. We can thoroughly recommend you give urban racing a try.

Next year, 2011, SMOC is due to celebrate its 25th Anniversary.  The committee 

along the lines of fun and games in the afternoon and food and 

drink in the evening. A provisional date has been set for Saturday August 20th. If 

you are in contact with previous SMOC members who have moved away and you 

think they would like to help us celebrate this occasion then please get in touch 

Keyne O has now finished for this year. Again it is attracting people of all ages 

and quite a number of families. The big success this year was the introduction of 

the “KeyneO Keeny Card” and the incentive of free runs, certificates, medals and 

even trophies. The next step is to encourage these competitors to widen their net 

and move out beyond Milton Keynes. 

In 2011 we will be entering the club in the Compass Sport Cup for the first time 

in many years. See Steve Hardy’s article.   Do please try and support him if you can.

xt chance for club members to meet will be at the club championships on 

at Wendover Woods. Please see the website for more details.

Enjoy your run where ever it is.                          RosieRosieRosieRosie 
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Congratulations  Congratulations  Congratulations  Congratulations      
To  Jo  and  TonyTo  Jo  and  TonyTo  Jo  and  TonyTo  Jo  and  Tony    

On the birth of  Sofia  AlanaOn the birth of  Sofia  AlanaOn the birth of  Sofia  AlanaOn the birth of  Sofia  Alana    
(and proud grandparents John & Rosie Shaw)(and proud grandparents John & Rosie Shaw)(and proud grandparents John & Rosie Shaw)(and proud grandparents John & Rosie Shaw)    

    
 

SMOC IN THE RANKINGS 
 

Position  Name Points Contributing scores 

1 (1402) Richard Pownall 6908 6 

2 (2398) Dorien James 6514 6 

3 (2434) Mike Jones 6495 6 

4 (3130) Keith Downing 6239 6 

5 (6082) John Shaw 4852 6 

6 (6172) Helen Nisbet 4785 6 

7 (6841) Rosie Shaw 4354 6 

8 (7006) Roger Williams 4260 4 

9 (7303) Toby Fisher 4078 4 

10 (8062) Carys James 3488 6 

11 (8428) Stephen Hardy 3190 3 

12 (8683) Ann Harris 3020 4 

13 (9040) Sacha Fisher 2702 3 

14 (9160) Rachel Edwards 2570 3 

15 (9307) Ros James 2430 6 

16 (9571) Karen Vines 2213 3 

17 (9925) Dryden Williams 2019 2 

18 (10480) Haydn Leaker 1709 2 

19 (11545) Will James 1071 6 

20 (11650) Oliver Tomlinson 1048 1 

21 (11860) Paul Rushmer 1001 1 

22 (13246 ) Kelly Gladstone 611 1 

23 (13603) Tim Miles 454 1 

24 (13804) Lois Matthews 308 1 

25 (13933) Colin Nicholson 140 1 
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SMOC CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPSSMOC CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPSSMOC CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPSSMOC CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS    
 

Every year the club holds its championships, sometimes we organise an event ourselves using 
one of our own areas, other times we use an event staged by one of our neighbouring clubs. 
 
This year’s event will be on    

Sunday 19th December at Wendover Woods 
and all club members are welcome. It doesn’t matter if you have only been to one or two Keyne-
O events or if you have many years experience because there is more than one competition.  
The area is hilly with lots of paths. Electronic punching will be used, but unlike at events in East 
Anglia the system used is Emit  
For all adultsadultsadultsadults     there is the straightforward Men’s and Women’s Trophy which is won by the 
fastest runner on the  GREENGREENGREENGREEN course.  This year there will also be a separate trophy for the 
fastest VeteranVeteranVeteranVeteran runner – still using the green course so the younger club members have plenty 
of competition.  
If you don’t think you can keep up or you think you haven’t got enough experience to make it 
worthwhile, then there is also a Handicap TrophyHandicap TrophyHandicap TrophyHandicap Trophy which is won by the person who does best 
on the day compared to their normal performance. If you have completed a few Keyne-O 
courses but always well behind the old hands, you can still win the Handicap Trophy if you 
manage to have a better run than your normal performance, regardless of how fast everybody 
else is.  
There is always a Junior Course on the ORANGE course but this year there will be a chance for 
younger club members aged under 16under 16under 16under 16  t o run the YELLOWYELLOWYELLOWYELLOW course.   
Another competition this year is particularly aimed at families who have been around several 
Keyne-O courses. The FamilyFamilyFamilyFamily trophy will be for Groups with at least one adult and one child 
under 16 using the ORANGEORANGEORANGEORANGE    ccccourse.  
Location:Location:Location:Location:   Wendover Woods is to the south east of the B4009 between 
Wendover and Tring. The event will be signed from the B4009 at  SP 887108. 
ParkingParkingParkingParking:  £1 - In a field near Aston Hill adjacent to the woods SP 891099. 
Terrain:Terrain:Terrain:Terrain:     A hilly area on the Chiltern escarpment. Forest is mixed coniferous 
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plantation and beechwood or other broad leaf. Good network of forest 
tracks and smaller paths. Underfoot, expect some bramble in places 
but there are some large areas of runnable forest. 
MapMapMapMap: Scale 1:10000 Pre-marked, A4 waterproof paper. Updated Nov 2009. 
RegistrationRegistrationRegistrationRegistration: From 10.00 to 12.00 
StartsStartsStartsStarts: From 10.30 to 12.30 Courses close 14:30 
EntriesEntriesEntriesEntries: By pre-entry or on the day – pre-entry on line at www.fabian4.co.uk 
Fees:Fees:Fees:Fees:  Seniors £5.00  Juniors £2.00  Emit card hire £1.00 per card 
 
Open to all members of SMOC – if you’ve been meaning to join all year but haven’t got around 
to it yet, that’s not a problem as long as you have completed your application before the day of 
the race. 
 
 

The Lakes 5 Day 

SMOC at The Lakes 5 DaySMOC at The Lakes 5 DaySMOC at The Lakes 5 DaySMOC at The Lakes 5 Day    
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Your Club Needs You! 
 

CompassSport CupCompassSport CupCompassSport CupCompassSport Cup    
    
    
    

16161616thththth    January 2011January 2011January 2011January 2011    
    

Round 1Round 1Round 1Round 1    
    

Sutton ParkSutton ParkSutton ParkSutton Park    
 

 

The CompassSport cup is the annual inter-club 
championship for orienteering.  After an 
absence of several years SMOC has decided to 
enter the competition. 
 
To stand the best chance of progressing to the 
final we need as many people as possible to 
turn up and run.  Even if you're not 
particularly quick, the arcane scoring system 
means there's a good chance you could score 
points for the club. 
 
 Please put this date in your diary and watch 
the website for further details. 
 
 

PLEASE NOTE THERE MAY BE A CHANGE OF VENUE TOPLEASE NOTE THERE MAY BE A CHANGE OF VENUE TOPLEASE NOTE THERE MAY BE A CHANGE OF VENUE TOPLEASE NOTE THERE MAY BE A CHANGE OF VENUE TO    
BEACON HILL SO CHECK THE SMOC WEBSITEBEACON HILL SO CHECK THE SMOC WEBSITEBEACON HILL SO CHECK THE SMOC WEBSITEBEACON HILL SO CHECK THE SMOC WEBSITE    
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A welcome return A welcome return A welcome return A welcome return totototo    Junior corner  Junior corner  Junior corner  Junior corner  ----        keep them comingkeep them comingkeep them comingkeep them coming    
 
 

Junior Word Search          thanks to James Nisbet 
 

E D J U N C T I O N 

D O V K E O S B S M 

L R N B C R S M M H 

Y I X C O N T R O L 

O E D N M U U T C T 

B N M A P Q L T W Z 

O T A P A H C D R D 

A E R F S B B D E R 

D E S G S J L Y I R 

K R H H D I B B E R 

 
CONTROL        MAP       DIBBER          COMPASS          SMOC 
ORIENTEER         MARSH             JUNCTION             BOULDER 

 
 

 
 

And this fantastic picture of The Lakes is by Rebecca Nisbet 
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What’s a Yahoo group? 
SMOC have a Yahoo e-group set up to post messages to the SMOC 
community.  Any SMOC member is welcome to join and we are happy 
for ex-SMOC members to keep in touch using this facility. 
Messages can be posted here for all sorts of information – requests for 
lift shares to events, finding out who’s going to which event, news about 
up-and-coming SMOC events.  The committee frequently use the e-
group to pass in club information and have a group event calendar for 
magazine deadlines.  Event organisers also ask for help for events and 
are pleasantly surprised at offers of help in return!  We can now add 
attachments to an e-group email so how about sharing photos! Other 
facilities for the future are member polls and shared links. 
To subscribe to the e-group simply send a blank email to  
smoc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and after a brief check that you are 
a bonafide SMOCie your request will be processed. 
 
 

  
 
 

 

 

We are pleased to offer a warm welcome to the following  

new members: 

 

Daniel Etheridge from Milton Keynes, 
Natalie Barnard from Lilley, 
Steve Hill from Linslade, 

Anthony Webster from Farthinghoe, 
Emily and Philip Catcheside from Milton Keynes 

and Stuart Bromley from Stony Stratford. 
 

We hope you enjoy your orienteering with SMOC 

 

 
 

 

The Lakes 5 Day 
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REGIONAL EVENT – SALCEY FOREST 

 

SMOC’s next event will be a regional event in Salcey Forest on 

Sunday 6 February. For those of you who don’t know it, this is a large 
Forestry Commission woodland between Milton Keynes and Northampton 

alongside the M1 near Hartwell village. 

Unlike the regular series of Keyne-O events, courses will be designated by 

the standard colours used to indicate course length and difficulty with a wide 

range on offer. Instead of manual clip punches, electronic punching will be 

used at each control. The general principle will be the same however – to 

navigate around a course using the information on the map. 

Regular orienteers will know which course to enter, but if you are thinking 

about trying something more demanding than your usual Keyne-O run, don’t be 

put off, but don’t try something too demanding either.  

If you normally rely on paths and aren’t confident about reading the map and 

normally do the Amble or Trot, you would be best to try the Yellow Course 

for your first attempt at a woodland event. If you are more confident about 

reading the map but have not yet ventured beyond a Keyne-O course then you 

might consider the Orange Course.  

If you have young children who would like to try map reading, then the White 

Course is short and all on paths, but in addition, there will be a String Course 

suitable for young children to follow the string through the forest looking for 

controls. 

If you are very confident about your abilities at leaving paths and other 

obvious linear features and want to try some more complicated map reading, 

do not try anything harder than the Light Green for your first attempt. 

Before you set off, you might think the distance is too short and you could 

try something even more demanding, but be warned, complete a Light Green 

Course before trying any of the other colours. 

In order of distance, the other colours are Green, Blue and Brown, often with 

‘Short’ versions available as well. However, until you have completed a Light 

Green Course in a respectable time, don’t think about tackling one of these 

colours. 

 

Holding an event always needs club members to help on the day and 

as usual, we need as many as possible to assist. It doesn’t matter if 
you’ve not tried before, you won’t be left guessing and there will be others, 
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more experienced, alongside to point you in the right direction. It will give 

you chance to meet other club members and see what happens at an event. If 

there are enough helpers then it will mean club members who want a run 

should be able to help for some of the time and run as well. 

Entries will be available on-line at  www.fabian4.co.uk  but please contact me 

first to offer your services rather than entering on line. If you don’t 

volunteer or let me know you are away on your winter holidays or something 

equally exotic, I’ll be chasing nearer the time for volunteers. If there are 

enough helpers, you will be able to have a cheaper run by telling me instead of 

entering on line!                                                              Keith Downing 
 

  

 

 

You may remember the ‘Route to Christmas’ last year when the selection of 
fantastic O maps from around the world tested your route choice ability. 

 This is just an advance notice that the feature will be repeated this year. 

You can even submit your own favourite for inclusion if you’re quick. 

If you want to remind yourself of any of last year’s legs or submit your own 
favourite, you can find details here: 

http://news.worldofo.com/2010/11/18/need-your-help-route-to-christmas-2010/        

Keith 
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MIDLAND SPRINT CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 

Some fair while ago, I was asked by Leicester O Club if SMOC would consider 

holding a sprint race in conjunction with them holding a middle distance race 

at Irchester. After much debate about what level of event it should be and 

even how could clubs in two different regions co-ordinate fixtures, it was 

eventually agreed that SMOC would hold the first ever Midland Sprint 

Championships on Saturday 16 October. 

Back in 2006 we had successfully staged the British Championships in 

Campbell Park but we had had problems with some controls being vandalised. 

There have been a number of sprint races on university campuses and it 

seemed that the OU might be a suitable venue. We were able to get a positive 

response from them, but they were concerned about the number of 

competitors. Since this was going to be the first ever regional sprint 

championships there was no certainty about just how many might turn up, so 

we agreed that it would be better to use the OU for a lower key event first, 

so you may yet get a chance to explore the complexities of the campus at a 

later date.  

It did mean that we returned to Campbell Park along with an extended map of 

Springfield Estate. John Shaw took on the job of planning, but also applied 

himself to working out how to secure controls in a way that would prevent all 

but the most committed vandals from leaving their mark. His efforts worked 

perfectly and nothing untoward happened. The price of electronic control 

boxes would have ruined the economics of the event if just one had been lost, 

not to mention the disruption to the competitors. 

Robert Dove took on the job of updating and extending the previous maps and 

I approached MK Council for consent to use Springfield, not to mention rustle 

as many of you as possible to help on the day. A big thank you to all of you 

that turned out on the day. Events don’t just happen and however small you 

felt your contribution, it was essential for the smooth running of the day. It 

was particularly good to see some new faces helping and I hope you enjoyed 

yourselves, meeting other club members and seeing an event from a different 

perspective. 

After rechecking with the Parks Trust that all was in order just two days 

before the event, it came as a surprise to see fairground vehicles parked in 

the assembly area but there was enough space for them to start erecting 

their rides and for orienteers as well. The day kept dry as far as Campbell 
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Park was concerned, but heavy showers and bright rainbows could be seen 

close by.  

Even though it might appear that this was a small event based upon the 

number of competitors, the distances they ran and the limited number of 

courses, John knows otherwise!  Planning everything in duplicate for the 

morning and then the afternoon, confirming which sites were vandal-proof 

and then moving everything from Springfield into Campbell Park was a major 

feat of organisation which all worked well on the day confirming the attention 

to detail paid by John (and Rosie). 

SMOC doesn’t hold many bigger events and has only a small number of 

members to draw upon to help, but thanks to everybody’s contributions yet 

again we were able to stage an event to a high standard which was 

appreciated by all who came.            Keith 
  

  

The White Rose Weekend 2010. 
 

Having only started orienteering in November 2009 at Keyne-O events, we 

had progressed to a couple of regional events, although not running up to our 

age group level but competing at a level we felt comfortable with (light 

green). Several people had mentioned to us they were doing the Lakes 5 

event, and the SMOC website suggested this as the event of the summer to 

do. However when we looked into it the format didn’t suit us. We travel in a 

motor-home and have 2 small children plus for this event a ‘Granddad’ (Mike) 

in a tent. Having to drive to different start points each day and then have 

long walk-ins is just logistically difficult for us. So we looked at another event 

that the Lakes 5 website suggested – the White Rose weekend. 

 

The White Rose weekend was over the August bank holiday and followed on 

immediately from the Lakes 5 (should anyone be mad enough to want to link 

the two!). It offered a regional event on the Saturday and Sunday, a sprint 

event, a night navigation event, a pace and bearing competition, a quiz, a team 

orienteering event and a Mountain Bike score event – plenty! We were looking 

for a fun weekend where we could improve our skills and challenge ourselves, 

so we chose to run the appropriate short courses for our ages (M35S = Blue 

and W35S = Green), and also to do the night navigation and the Mountain Bike 

Score Orienteering (MTBO). 
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Being held in the North Yorkshire Moors we soon enlisted Granddad’s help (he 

is a Yorkshire man after all) and plans were formed for a family trip to 

Baxton’s strip, Helmsley. 

 

The campsite opened on the Friday night. Making the journey a part of our 

holiday we drove up on the Thursday night and parked at Brimham Rocks. On 

the Friday we took the kids for a little bit of climbing (well, as much as a 3 yr 

old and nearly 2 year old can do) and a wander amongst the rocks, before 

having afternoon tea in Harrogate. We then travelled the rest of the way, 

arriving soon after the campsite opened at 4pm. There was the option of 

taking part in the sprint event that evening or the following afternoon, but 

for us we decided to conserve our energy. 

 

The next day we found we were camped next to a 7 year old girl, Hannah. She 

and Jacob soon became best of friends and were in and out of each others 

caravan / motorhome whenever they weren’t racing.  

 

Day 1’s event started a mile up the road – pushing a pushchair up there was a 

fair warm up! Granddad and the kids headed off on the yellow course whilst I 

waited for my first green course to start. It was straight off into the forest 

to find the first miniscule feature. During this run I learnt that rides (gaps in 

tree planting) are definitely not the preferred route and that even though a 

fence is there on the map you won’t necessarily see the broken piles of 

fencing in amongst the trees until you are right on top of them. By the end I 

had definitely tested myself both physically and mentally but thoroughly 

enjoyed the challenge my run had presented. I finished it in a respectable 

time of 65.40 and 71st out of 130 – not quite the middle but close. Toby later 

on competed on the Blue course (we had requested parent splits in case Mike 

couldn’t come with us) and came 52nd out of 112. Over to Toby: 

“The courses were a far cry from the flat Urban Keyne-Os and the hilly open 

countryside of Leicestershire where we have done the majority of our 

orienteering. This made route choice particularly difficult. I have usually 

been one for following paths were possible and only diving off when I am at 

the closest point or a good reference point. This event did not lend itself to 

that as following pathways resulted in a considerably longer leg, but the 

forest undergrowth, rivers, ditches and slopes were tough going. The gouges 

in my shin will testify to the strength of the undergrowth and I now 
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understand why people wear shin guards! It took me 1hr 22minutes on day 1 

to cover a 6.5km course with 230m of height gain. 

“The course was very interesting. It was technically much harder than any 

other event I have done, but without checkpoints being hidden in depressions. 

It was perfectly feasible at some points to be 10m from a checkpoint and 10m 

from another competitor and see neither!” 

Feedback from Granddad suggested that the step up from white courses to 

yellow needed a new form of locomotion for Ayla as it was not easy getting a 

pushchair over stiles! The daylight activities were completed for us with a 

visit to the string course for the children. Jacob at 3 can manage this course 

with minimal supervision whereas Ayla at nearly 2 struggled with the terrain 

(bracken) let alone following a piece of string to a picture. However she loves 

dibbing and holding the map, and definitely enjoys the sweeties at the end! 

 

And so on to the night nav. With the kids safely tucked up in bed and 

Granddad comfortable with a beer in hand we cycled over to the start 

location (but most people shared cars, at the other extreme of the scale two 

people ran). The night navigation event was a stand alone 30 minute score 

event – ie collect as many controls as you can in the time limit. Due to the 

limited visibility (how bright is your torch?!) the controls were fairly easy to 

find – someone mentioned it was yellow/orange standard (Amble standard to 

you Keyne-O’s out there). Amazingly for a bunch of orienteers we had to wait 

about 15 minutes for the start as a number of people had got lost! At last 

everyone was gathered, and we were off!  Now, a mass start is quite an 

interesting sport in itself!  Everyone has a map but is only allowed to look at it 

30 secs before the start to orient it. Very quickly the field thinned as there 

were three paths to choose from, but then as you come to a control you 

suddenly see people again! 

 

Day 2 held yet another yellow, green and blue event for us. No longer being a 

green course virgin I managed to perform a little better and finished 53rd out 

of 134. My favourite part was the checkpoint across the beautiful river with 

small crags over it that was really hard to find. I headed off down river 

(literally in the river bed) in a different direction to other people looking for 

it and quietly dibbed without giving it away. Toby was 46th out of 113 (1hr 

5min for 5.9km with 270m height gain). The kids and Granddad (with Ayla in a 

rucksack this time) came 12th out of 16.  
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Beforehand, whilst Toby was running, I took part in the pace and bearing 

competition (50 metres due East, no compass) with Hannah, Jacob and Ayla 

placing a stick. We also submitted our quiz answers and felt (unjustly as it 

turned out) quietly confident about our chances for a prize here! 

 

On the Monday, after the team event, North Yorkshire Mountain Bike 

Orienteers (NYMBO) organised a Mountain Bike Score Orienteering event. 

Toby and I entered this as a mixed pair (Thanks again Mike for having the 

kids!). Over 2 hours on a bank holiday Monday we managed to see a large 

swathe of the countryside north of Helmsley. A couple of enterprising 

youngsters at one farm had a water stall for donations. After about an hour 

and a half my legs were finally giving up after all that running the days 

before, and I started getting quite depressed about our route choice as it 

was all uphill to the finish. With some drafting behind Toby the final straight 

seemed to take forever, but eventually we crossed the finish line 2 and a half 

minutes after the deadline. I then was happily informed our late penalty was 

only 3 points rather than the 30 I thought! Having visited 13 control points 

we finished 1st in our category (out of 2!). Squash and biscuits were supplied 

at the finish line and I must have scoffed about half a packet before I had 

the energy to walk back over to the campervan! 

 

After a brief recovery spell we packed up and headed down into Helmsley, to 

meet ‘Grandma’ who had spent a lovely weekend in the spa resort of 

Harrogate and to eat some more, this time much needed pub grub.  

 

And so this was the end of our orienteering holiday, but not our holiday in 

total. With pre-school going back a few days later than many schools we took 

the opportunity to head over to Scarborough, where we found many others 

had a similar idea! But sitting on the beach building sandcastles with the 

children, going on a pirate ship and enjoying fish and chips seemed a fitting 

way to restfully spend the next couple of days. 

 

Would we do it again – YES! See you there next year! (August bank holiday 

weekend, somewhere between Scarborough and Whitby). 

http://www.whiteroseweekend.org.uk/ 

 

Final Results: 

Toby - Blue course – M 35 (S) 1st overall  – event mug 
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Sacha - Green course – W35 (S) 3rd overall  – event mug 

Sacha - Night navigation – Senior Women 3rd out of 6  – stick of Toblerone. 

Jacob & Ayla Fisher with Granddad - Yellow – 9th out of 11. However 22 

people entered at least one of the days – you’ve got to be in it to win it!  
 

                                         Sacha  Fisher 
 

 

 

 

Ed: many thanks Sasha for this article, we’ve missed having reports from members so I 
hope this encourages some more of you. And well done Fisher Family for your splendid 
results. 

 

 

 

Merry  Christmas 

and a very 

Happy  New  

Year 
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SMOC  Signals 
As we now have such an active web site we have decided to make SMOC 

Signals a three-monthly magazine. So please check the following details for 

issue dates and copy deadlines 

 

SMOC Signals deadlinesSMOC Signals deadlinesSMOC Signals deadlinesSMOC Signals deadlines    
issue dateissue dateissue dateissue date    copy deadlinecopy deadlinecopy deadlinecopy deadline    

March 2011 February 20th 

June 2011 May 22nd 

September 2011 August 21st 

December 2011 November 20th 

 
 

Don’t forget to check the website for 
fixtures,   results,   SMOC personnel,  

SMOC Signals deadlines 
or any other information you require 

http://www.smoc.info 

 

 
 

 

    


